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In recent years, imperialist competitive algorithm (ICA), genetic algorithm (GA), and hybrid fuzzy classification systems have been successfully and effectively employed for classification tasks of data mining. Due to overcoming the gaps related to ineffectiveness of current algorithms for analysing high-dimension independent datasets, a new hybrid approach, named HYEI, is presented to discover generic rule-based systems in this paper. This proposed approach consists of three stages and combines an evolutionary-based fuzzy system with two ICA procedures to generate high-quality fuzzy-classification rules. Initially, the best feature subset is selected by using the embedded ICA feature selection, and then these features are used to generate basic fuzzy-classification rules. Finally, all rules are optimized by using an ICA algorithm to reduce their length or to eliminate some of them. The performance of HYEI has been evaluated by using several benchmark datasets from the UCI machine learning repository. The classification accuracy attained by the proposed algorithm has the highest classification accuracy in 6 out of the 7 dataset problems and is comparative to the classification accuracy of the 5 other test problems, as compared to the best results previously published.

1. Introduction

In general, fuzzy logic is closer to human logic; thus it can deal with real-world noise and imprecise data [1, 2]. Fuzzy models have several advantages. The most important advantage is that they have flexible decision boundaries, and thus, they are characterized by their higher ability to adjust to a specific domain of application and accurately reflect its particularities. A fuzzy model can be generated by describing a fuzzy-classification rule set and then improved by decreasing the length and the number of rules. This approach is a complex task, since several issues must be resolved for the fuzzy model which are produced. First, the basic fuzzy-classification rules must be well defined. In the optimization stage, the length of rules is reduced and when length of one rule equals zero then the mentioned rule will be removed from the rule set. The resulted rule set will be more interpretable since it has fewer number of rules.

Several approaches have been suggested in the literature for the improvement of knowledge-based fuzzy models. In most of them, the model is trained using a recognized optimization technique (i.e., fuzzy rules with genetic algorithms [3]).

In this work, we propose an algorithm for generating high-quality fuzzy-classification rules which includes three stages: (i) embedded feature selection, (ii) basic rule set creation, and (iii) rule set optimization. In the first stage, based on the initial rule set it selects the best features by using the embedded feature selection; for embedding feature selection, an evolutionary algorithm and imperialist competitive algorithm for this stage are used. In the next stage, it generates fuzzy-classification rules by training data and initial rule set that are used in the previous stage. In order to rule set creation, we use an evolutionary algorithm like genetics algorithm for this stage. Finally (in the third stage), optimization for reducing the length and the number of rules and generating final rule sets is performed. We employ imperialist competitive algorithm for this stage.

HYEI is a hybrid version of Michigan and Pittsburgh approaches. Each fuzzy rule is represented by its antecedent
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fuzzy sets as an integer string of fixed length. Each fuzzy rule-based classifier, which is a set of fuzzy rules, is represented as a concatenated integer string of variable length. HYEI algorithm simultaneously enhances the accuracy of rule sets and decreases their complexity. The accuracy is measured by the number of correctly classified training patterns while the complexity is measured by the number of fuzzy rules and/or the total number of antecedent conditions of the fuzzy rules. In this paper, seven benchmark classification datasets are applied to the evaluation and the reported results indicate high classification accuracy.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the related work in relevant issues. We propose the HYEI in Section 3. Section 4 shows the experimental results. After that, we have discussion in Section 5. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 6.

2. Related Works

The authors in [4] described two series of empirical tests and explored the properties of commonly used datasets. The first tested contrast of two versions of the ideal partitioning approach with a variant of the greedy multisplitting algorithm [5, 6] and a random partitioning approach. In that experiment, they used a single version of the approaches. The second series of tests examined the influence that numerical attribute handling has on decision tree learning. They incorporated the ideal and the greedy multisplitting strategies into the C4.5 (release 5) decision tree learner and 94.9% accuracy for breast W dataset, 75.0% for diabetes, 72.7% for glass, 53.7% for heart C, 75.4% for sonar, and 94.4% for wine from their algorithm was described.

The authors in [7] proposed a generic algorithm for the automatic generation of the fuzzy models. The algorithm was realized in three stages. Initially, a crisp model was produced. In the second stage, it was converted to a fuzzy one. In the third stage, all parameters entering the fuzzy model were enhanced. The proposed algorithm was novel and generic since it could integrate different techniques in each of its stages. A specific realization of this algorithm was employed, using decision trees for the creation of the crisp model, the sigmoid function, the min-max operators and the maximum defuzzifier, for the transformation of the crisp model into a fuzzy one, and four different optimization strategies, including global and local optimization algorithms and hybrid algorithms. The proposed algorithm offered several advantages and novelities: the transformation of the crisp model to the respective fuzzy one was straightforward ensuring its full automatic nature and it presented a set of parameters, expressing the importance of each fuzzy rule. 95.71% accuracy for breast W dataset, 77.34% for diabetes, 70.39% for glass, 76.27% for heart C, 75% for sonar, and 93.27% for wine from their algorithm was described.

In [8] an algorithm was presented that was used for complex algorithms like neural networks or ensembles normally resulting in very accurate models. As an alternative many researchers have tried reducing this accuracy versus comprehensibility tradeoff by converting the high accuracy, opaque model into a transparent model, a technique termed rule extraction. Successful rule extraction requires the extracted model to be not only transparent but also understandable. This was normally transformed into that the extracted model must be fairly small, thus enabling human inspection and understanding. In [8] an extension of the rule extraction algorithm G-REX was proposed and evaluated. Their algorithm succeeded in increasing clarity by shortening extracted rules.

The authors in [9] examined the interpretability-accuracy tradeoff in fuzzy rule-based classifiers using a multiobjective fuzzy genetics-based machine learning (GBML) algorithm. The proposed GBML algorithm is another hybrid version of Michigan and Pittsburgh approaches, which was implemented in the framework of evolutionary multiobjective optimization (EMO). Each fuzzy rule was represented by its antecedent fuzzy sets as an integer string of fixed length. Each fuzzy rule-based classifier, which was a set of fuzzy rules, was signified as a concatenated integer string of variable length. The suggested process simultaneously increases the accuracy of rule sets and decreases their complexity. The accuracy was measured by the number of correctly classified training patterns while the complexity was measured by the number of fuzzy rules and/or the total number of antecedent conditions of fuzzy rules. They studied the interpretability-accuracy tradeoff for training patterns through computational experiments on some benchmark datasets. A clear tradeoff construction was imagined for each dataset. They also studied the interpretability-accuracy tradeoff to test patterns. Due to the overfitting to training patterns, a clear tradeoff structure was not always obtained in computational experiments to test patterns. The proposed technique gained 97.34% accuracy for breast W dataset, 78.2% for diabetes, 66.07% for glass, 57.43% for heart C, 82.68% for sonar, and 96.96% for wine.

Computational analysis and computing could help researchers gather a group of signature genes for a certain disease [10, 11]. Since the price of microarray chips is very high and usually there is not enough tissue samples available from cancer patients, the number of records in microarray datasets is usually too high which is not suitable for most machine learning algorithms. In addition, the processing and material used for microarray analysis are typically different between manufacturers, so it is difficult to identify a unique set of genes that can form an integrated dataset [12]. Moreover, when the number of samples for each cancer type is usually balanced for computer analysis. However, the ratio of cancer patients to normal adults is mostly much smaller in real world.

Because the number of genes is always much greater than the number of tissue samples [13, 14], so one of the important challenges would be choosing a small and a discriminative subset of effective genes among tens of thousands of genes which is a very challenging task; as a result, gene selection becomes the most necessary requirement for a microarray-based cancer classification system. However, the best mixture of classification and gene selection is understood poorly because there was another methodological trouble associated with training microarray data. This was the problem of “overfitting” [15]. Briefly, overfitting means that one can...
get good accuracy using a training set, when novel data is used, but a satisfactory result cannot be obtained using the trained model. This occurs often when a small number of high-dimensional samples are applied. Unluckily, there exists exactly such a problem in cancer tumor discovery using microarray datasets [16].

The authors in [17] proposed a new memetic approach which was capable of extracting interpretable and accurate fuzzy if-then rules from cancer data. The suggested algorithm is the first suggestion of memetic algorithms with multiview fitness function approach. The new presented multiview fitness function reflects two kinds of evaluating procedures. The former procedure, which is located in the key evolutionary structure of the algorithm, evaluates each single fuzzy if-then rule according to the specified rule quality (the evaluating procedure does not consider other rules). However, the latter procedure controls the quality of each fuzzy rule according to the whole fuzzy rule set performance. The proposed algorithm obtained 69.43\% accuracy for 14, Tumors dataset.

Improved binary particle swarm optimization (IBPSO) was used in [18] to implement feature selection, and the K-nearest neighbor (K-NN) method serves as an evaluator of the IBPSO for gene expression data classification problems. Experimental results showed this algorithm effectively simplifies feature selection and reduces the total number of features wanted. The classification accuracy gained by the proposed algorithm was 66.56\% for 14, Tumors dataset.

3. Proposed Algorithm

High-dimension datasets are the most important challenging issues for classification and feature selection algorithms in last decade. Because of that, the runtime duration is increased; it takes so much time and makes the prediction accuracy be decreased and also a powerful computer (with at most RAM and speedy cpu) is needed to implement. This section presents the HYEI algorithm, which solves the problem which we explain in detail in two subsections. Section 3.1 briefly explains fuzzy if-then rules with continuous attributes. A heuristic process is also termed to determine the consequent class and the certainty grade of each fuzzy if-then rule from training patterns. This heuristic process is an adapted version of the one which has been firstly introduced in [19]. The main process of HYEI is presented in Section 3.2.

3.1. Fuzzy Rule Base for Pattern Classification. Let us assume that our pattern classification issue is a c-class problem in the n-dimensional pattern space with indiscrete attributes. We also assume that M real vectors \(X_p = (X_{p1}, X_{p2}, ..., X_{pn})\), \(p = 1, 2, ..., M\), are given as training patterns. Whole values of pattern attributes are normalized in \([0, 1]\) interval. In the provided fuzzy classifier system, we use fuzzy if-then rules of the following form [20]:

Rule \(R_j\): If \(x_1\) is \(A_{j1}\) and \(x_2\) is \(A_{j2}\) and ... and \(x_n\) is \(A_{jn}\),
then Class \(C_j\) with \(CF = CF_j\),

(1)

where \(R_j\) stands for the label of fuzzy if-then rule, \(A_{j1}, ..., A_{jn}\) are antecedent fuzzy sets in unique interval, \(C_j\) stands for consequent class, and \(CF_j\) is the grade of certainty of the fuzzy rule. In computer simulations, we use a typical set of linguistic values in Algorithm 1 as antecedent fuzzy sets

The whole number of if-then rules, in a classification problem with \(n\) features, is \(6^n\). It is impossible to use all of these rules in a single fuzzy rule base when the number of attributes (i.e., \(n\)) is large (for cancer tumor diagnosis in this paper, \(n = 15009\)). Our fuzzy learning system searches for a few numbers of if-then rules, which are capable of identifying the cancer class with high classification accuracy. Since the result class and certainty grade of each if-then rule can be calculated according to the training samples and a simple procedure, our learning classifier system is responsible for finding the best combinations of antecedent fuzzy sets [21]. This goal maybe appeared easy in the first stage. However, solving the classification problems with high dimensions is very challenging and tough, specifically for our problem that has a huge search space with \(6^n\) states.

In our fuzzy-classification system, the result \(C_j\) and certainty grade of each rule (\(CF_j\)) will be computed from [19].

3.2. HYEI Algorithm. In this paper, a hybrid approach based on imperialist competitive algorithm and genetic algorithm is employed to extract a rule set, named HYEI; HYEI consists of three main stages as in Figure 1: (i) embedded feature selection, (ii) basic rule set creation, and (iii) rule set optimization. An outline of the HYEI algorithm is presented in Figure 2.

3.2.1. Initialization. Suppose that \(N_{\text{population}}\) is the number of fuzzy rules in the initial population. In this paper to create initial rule sets, the numbers of \(N_{\text{population}}\), if-then rules will be produced randomly based on existing samples in the dataset and initialize the antecedent of rules by linguistic values in Algorithm 1. Here we set the do not care probability to zero, so each rule would have initially the maximum length. Fuzzy rules display with an array a number of attributes as in Figure 3. In this array number used for linguistic values. Number 1 means small, number 2 means medium small, number 3 means medium, number 4 means medium large, number 5 means large, and number 0 means do not care.

3.2.2. Feature Selection Condition Test. There are different approaches to decide needs to use the feature selection process. One of the approaches to use the feature selection process of the algorithm is considered a prespecified number of attributes. Another approach is the use of a training algorithm to estimate the best number of attributes. In our proposed algorithm, we have considered the first approach.

3.2.3. Embedded Feature Selection. The first problem that exists in some of datasets such as DNA microarrays is its high dimensionality; therefore, to reduce the dimensions of this problem, a preanalysis process stage for using a feature selection approach will be running. There are different approaches to feature selection process such as wrappers,
Algorithm 1: The antecedent fuzzy set equations used in this paper.

\[
\begin{align*}
(1) \text{Small: } M &= -4 \times A + 1 \\
(2) \text{Medium Small: } M &= 4 \times A \quad \text{and} \quad M = -4 \times A + 2 \\
(3) \text{Medium: } M &= 4 \times A - 1 \quad \text{and} \quad M = -4 \times A + 3 \\
(4) \text{Medium Large: } M &= 4 \times A - 2 \quad \text{and} \quad M = -4 \times A + 4 \\
(5) \text{Large: } M &= 4 \times A - 3
\end{align*}
\]

\(M:\) Membership function; \(A:\) Attribute value

In this stage, to feature selection, an array is needed that contains a set of best attribute's index for applying to all fuzzy rules in the initial population. Also an imperialist competitive algorithm is needed to find the best attribute's index. A standard imperialist competitive algorithm is employed and customized initialization, assimilation, and power function.

(1) Initialization Function. The goal of feature selection is to find an array that contains a subset of best attribute's index. This array is called "country" in ICA. In an \(N_{\text{var}}\)-dimensional feature selection problem, a country is a \(1 \times N_{\text{var}}\) array. This array is defined as follows:

\[
\text{Country} = [p_1, p_1, p_1, \ldots, p_{N_{\text{var}}}],
\]

where \(p_i\)s are the variables to be optimized. The variable values in the country are represented as integer numbers.

Figure 1: Three main stages in HYEI.

Figure 2: Proposed algorithm flowchart.
Each variable in the country can be interpreted as an index of an attribute. In our proposed algorithm, the length of each array is a prespecified number used in the second stage of HYEI algorithm.

In initialization function this array as shown in Figure 4 is produced randomly based on a nonrepetitive attribute's index. In other words, each number in each array must introduce an attribute's index and each array should not contain repetitive numbers.

(2) Assimilation Function. In assimilation function, the imperialist states try to absorb their colonies and make them a part of themselves. More precisely, the imperialist states make their colonies move toward them. In imperialist competitive algorithm this process is modelled by moving all of the colonies toward the imperialist. In our proposed algorithm, this process is modelled by substituting random attribute's index from imperialist array for colonies array. For example, in Figure 5 randomly selects the bold numbers in imperialist and replaces them in colony with assimilation function and produces changed colony.

(3) Power Function. The power of each country, the counterpart of fitness value in the GA, is inversely proportional to its cost. In power function, calculate a number for each country containing imperialists and colonies. In our proposed algorithm, this function is modelled by changing initial population that was generated in the first stage of the HYEI algorithm with select attributes that exist in country array and calculating the classification rate of new population using

\[
\text{Classification Rate} = \frac{TP + TN}{TP + TN + FN + FP},
\]

where TP, true positives, stands for the number of cases in this training set covered by the rule that have the class predicted by the rule; FP, false positives, stands for the number of cases covered by the rule that have a class different from the class predicted by the rule; FN, false negatives, stands for the number of cases that are not covered by the rule but that have the class predicted by the rule; TN, true negatives, stands for the number of cases that are not covered by the rule and that do not have the class predicted by the rule. Figure 6 displays the approach which selects attributes in the initial population with a country array. In changed population, other attributes that do not exist in this array mean do not care.

3.2.4. Basic Rule Set Creation. When the best attribute's index was found in the previous stage, in this stage those attributes index arrays are applied to initial population, and the basic rule sets are generated which are shown in Figure 6. If the result of the feature selection condition test is no then embedded feature selection stage does not run them in this stage; initial population will be not changed and use it as basic rule set.

3.2.5. Rule Extraction. This stage is an evolutionary fuzzy system that learns fuzzy if-then rules in an incremental fashion, in that the evolutionary algorithm optimizes one fuzzy classifier rule at a time. The learning mechanism declines the weight of those training instances that are correctly classified by the new rule; therefore, the next rule generation cycle focuses on fuzzy rules that account for the current uncovered or misclassified instances. At each iteration the fuzzy rule that can classify the recent distribution of training samples better than other rules of the population is selected to be included in the final classification fuzzy rule base. This evolutionary fuzzy system used a basic rule set that is generated in the previous stage as initial population. In our proposed algorithm, genetic algorithm is applied for this stage.

3.2.6. Save the Best Rules in Rule Sets. During this stage, the best rules which are the results of several generations will be added to the final learned rule sets. However, this operation would be possible only if the new rule does not exist in the final learned rule set.

3.2.7. Stopping Condition Test. Since the most of the operations in this algorithm deal with random parameters, the algorithm repeats the previous stages until all samples of every class are covered by the final learned rule set.

3.2.8. Rule Set Optimization. During this stage an imperialist competitor algorithm is employed to discover a do not care mask for rules. We employ a standard imperialist competitive algorithm and customize initialization, assimilation, and power function.

(1) Initialization Function. In initialization function, arrays with a length of fuzzy rule arrays and a multiple number of rules in the rule set are created and fill it randomly with zero
and one which is shown in Figure 7 in which the number 0 means old value and number 1 means do not care.

(2) **Assimilation Function.** In our proposed algorithm, this process is modelled by replacing random attribute's index from imperialist array to colonies array with the same embedded feature selection assimilation function.

(3) **Power Function.** In our proposed algorithm, this function is modelled by changing the rule set that is generated in "save best rule in rule set" with converting attribute's value that has number “1” value in country array in "rule set optimization" to apply do not care and calculate the classification rate of rule set.

4. **Experimental Results**

We have applied seven datasets with many numerical attributes: 14_Tumors, Wisconsin breast cancer, Cleveland heart disease, glass, wine, diabetes, and sonar to evaluate the performance of the HYEI classification system. These datasets are available from UCI. Number of classes, the number of patterns, and the number of attributes in each dataset are given in Table 1. Figure 8 shows number of patterns in each dataset. Some datasets include incomplete patterns with missing values. Those patterns are not used in our computational experiments. This is because the performance of classification algorithms usually depends on the choice of a handling algorithm of missing values.

The main parameters of the HYEI algorithm are listed in Table 2. As it shows, according to the proposed algorithm, we set the optimal value to every parameter which exists in every algorithm separately and properly.

Figure 9 shows classification rate of HYEI versus several famous classification algorithms.

We also analyze the results of proposed algorithm in Figure 9 which shows the performance of using different feature sets in the algorithm. These results show that this algorithm obtains the highest classification accuracy. As mentioned, we try to explain the better result of proposed method in detail per datasets. In case of Breast W, as shown in Figure 9 we can analyze that the proposed accuracy is the
Figure 9: Classification rate of HYEI versus several famous classification algorithms.
Table 2: Parameter specification in computer simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Number of initial countries</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICA</td>
<td>Number of initial imperialists</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Revolution rate</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Population size</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>Crossover probability</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mutation probability</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Number of initial countries</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICA</td>
<td>Number of initial imperialists</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Revolution rate</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

highest and near 98% and also is more than the approach [9] which is the second highest accuracy. The next dataset belongs to diabetes; the figure shows that the algorithm [9] is about 78% but our algorithm's accuracy is about 85% and also in this dataset the accuracy is the highest one.

According to Figure 9, we can conclude that the proposed algorithm is done properly in most of the cases. But in case of tumor as it shows, just a little bit is less than the decision tree.

5. Discussion

The proposed algorithm has some advantages and disadvantages. The proposed algorithm is able to apply and use various datasets with alternative dimension. In other words, HYEI is able to apply to high-dimension dataset, and this is the important characteristic of HYEI. It means that HYEI works independently and does not depend on any specific dataset. However it computes properly and the results show that HYEI outperforms other relevant algorithms. On the other hand, if we focused on specific dataset we would enhance the performance of proposed algorithm. On the whole, novelty of our algorithm is to apply to every multidimension dataset and also to high dimension properly.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, an HYEI algorithm based on an imperialist competitive algorithm and genetic algorithm that can classify small datasets and large datasets like gene expression data with an accurate set of fuzzy if-then rules are presented. It begins with low quality fuzzy if-then rules and results in the high-quality rule set. This paper proposes an algorithm that is evaluated on 14 Tumors, Wisconsin breast cancer, Cleveland heart disease, glass, wine, diabetes, and sonar datasets and compared with other classification systems. Results indicate that this proposed algorithm outperforms several well-known and recent classification algorithms.
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